
The agile solution for
dynamic floorcare performance

SC5000



Built to deliver high-performance floorcare without 
interfering in your daily business, the compact, 
highly maneuverable SC5000 is designed to 
succeed in the most challenging environments.

With a clear view of every cleaning path, and 
ergonomic controls for intuitive use with minimal 
training, your operator can focus on getting the 

job done quickly and effectively – while maintaining  
complete awareness of their surroundings.

By pairing easy operation with trusted Nilfisk 
performance, in a new form factor that’s more 
space-efficient than ever, the SC5000 represents 
our commitment to smooth, easy cleaning from 
start to finish.

Get closer to the edge 
than ever before

Conquer every corner and every aisle – every time



Easier than ever

Quick and nimble

All command functions are integrated into the 
steering wheel – including user-specific SmartKey 
and SupervisorKey configurations – so operators 
can adjust the SC5000’s settings to match any job. 

Servicing and maintenance information is provided 
via the large, digital HUD.

Its best-in-class turning radius makes the SC5000 
adept at getting around any corner, and down 
every aisle, without getting in the way – even in 
high-traffic environments.

• 30 % more productivity per 

tank

• SmartKey included

• 140 L tank capacity

• 4.5 hours’ runtime

• 63 dB operating sound level

• 8 km/h operating speed

• Scrub path (cm):

 – 81 (disc)

 – 86 (cylindrical)

 – 91 (cylindrical)
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Technical specifications

Description Unit SC5000 34D (860) SC5000 32C SC5000 36C

Reference number 56116005 56116004 56116003

Scrub Deck Type Disc Cylindrical Cylindrical

Scrub Path mm 860 810 910

Maximum Cleaning Productivity per Hour m2 per hour 7740 5500 8190

Scrub Brush Size mm 430 - Qty 2 810 910

Brush Motor Power 1HP (750 Watt) .75HP (550 Watt) .75HP (550 Watt)

Soluiton / Recovery Tank Capacity L 140 140 140

Gradability Scrubbing degree 7 10 10 

Sound Level dBA 64 59 59 

Voltage V 36 36 36

Brush Speed RPM 250 900 900

Turn the biggest challenges
into small ones

Handle the most complex cleaning environments with 
confidence – in any industry

Warehousing & Logistics
In spaces that can be tremendously 
open or extremely narrow, the agile 
SC5000 leaves floors spotless and  

safe in less time – and doesn’t disrupt 
your business.

Light industry
SmartFlowTM technology allows the 
SC5000 to strike a perfect balance 

between performance and resource-
efficiency – without compromising on 

safety or visual presentation. 

Heavy industry
With total environmental visibility, and  

an optional protective canopy, the 
SC5000 ensures safety while upholding 

your standard of clean.


